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by Alfred Lambremont Webre, MEd, JD

VANCOUVER, BC - In his October 27, 2014
statement to the Pontifical Academy of Sciences in
Rome[i], Satanic Jesuit Pope Francis Bergoglio
was scientifically correct to acknowledge a role for
Extraterrestrial civilizations in the creation and
maintenance of our Universe.[ii]

The intent, timing, and substance of the Jesuit Pope’s announcement was set by the agenda of the
Jesuits, a diabolical Babylonian ritual sacrifice and assassination cult that morphed and rebranded itself
into the Knights Templar at the time of the Crusades, and then rebranded into the Jesuits under the
masquerade of the “Society of Jesus”.[iv]

So pre-emptive was the roll-out of the Jesuit Pope’s statement that the publication network of this
Exopolitical reporter was significantly sabotaged on October 28, 2014 in a preemptive covert strike by
Jesuit intelligence interfacing with NSA and Facebook cointelpro.[v]

Jesuitical Luciferian Statement of Jesuit Pope Bergoglio

The strategy and content of Jesuit Pope Begoglio’s statement on intelligent life’s role in the creation of the
universe of classic Luciferian – To Claim God’s Plan as One’s Own.

Excerpts from Pope Bergoglio’s statement gathered from multiple published media reports reflect an
understanding of the role of intelligent civilizations in the dimensional ecology of our Universe that this
author developed from replicable emprical evidence.[vi]

Excerpts from Jesuit Pope Bergoglio’s 10.27.14 Statement

"When we read in Genesis the account of Creation, we risk imagining God as a magician, with a wand
able to make everything. But it is not so."
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"God and Christ walk with us and are also present in nature… the scientist must be motivated by the
confidence that nature hides, in her evolutionary mechanisms, potentialities for intelligence and freedom to
discover and realize, to achieve the development that is in the plan of the creator."

"He created beings and allowed them to develop according to the internal laws that he gave to each one,
so that they were able to develop and to arrive and their fullness of being. He gave autonomy to the beings
of the universe at the same time at which he assured them of his continuous presence, giving being to
every reality. And so creation continued for centuries and centuries, millennia and millennia, until it became
which we know today, precisely because God is not a demiurge or a magician, but the creator who gives
being to all things."

 

 

WATCH ON YOU TUBE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrRmj-gUd3c

 

The Dimensional Ecology

The Jesuit Pope’s statement contains a scientifically valid expression of the dimensional ecology of the
Omniverse.

My exopolitical colleague Dr. Michael Salla states "The Pope’s statement explicitly endorses the view that
intelligent extraterrestrial life may have evolved on many different worlds, and achieved a “fullness of
being” and “autonomy” that makes them vital parts of “the plan of the creator.” This suggests that the
activities of intelligent extraterrestrial life throughout the universe can be supported by the Catholic Church
as consistent with the plan of 'God the creator.'"[vii]

In The Dimensional Ecology of the Omniverse, this reporter writes, "There is a dimensional ecology
among the intelligent civilizations of the universes of the multiverse (the Exopolitical dimensions) and the
intelligent civilizations of souls, of spiritual beings and of Source (God) in the spiritual dimensions. The
Omniverse contains the totality of all the universes of time, space, energy, and matter and intelligent
civilizations in the multiverse in addition to the intelligent civilizations of souls, in the Interlife (afterlife)
dimensions, and of spiritual beings and Source (God) in the spiritual dimensions. The dimensional ecology
of the Omniverse hypothesis is based on replicable evidence developed according to the empirical
scientific method and the law of evidence about subject matters that traditionally have been issues of
personal or institutional belief and religious dogma, particularly issues that relate to the existence of the
soul, the Interlife (afterlife), and Source (God)."[viii]

Who is Jorge Bergoglio and Why have the Jesuits made this 10.27.14 Statement?

The underlying issues in all historical matters involving an institution such as the Vatican and the Papacy
are, however, who is the Pope making this statement, and what are the true underlying goals of the
statement in the realm of the divine and the diabolical? That is historically and ultimately the playing field of
the Vatican.  In this case, superficial geopolitical religious analysis or exopolitical analysis is not adequate
to the task. As we will show, Pope Francis Bergoglio and the Jesuits are a master Satanic cult. This Pope
and the Jesuits have issued this statement in an effort to seize the forefront of “revealed Truth” – the
leading edge of the integration of science and spirituality – and thus keep planet Earth fully within the
Satanic New World Order column, as opposed to the column of evolutionary awakening Starseed souls
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who reject Satanic sacrifice, heirarchical institutions such as Monarchies, the Vatican, and negative
dimensional entities.

Brussels EU Parlament Candidate Statement

Brussels candidate for the EU Parliamentary elections on May 25, 2014 Melanie Vritshan stated, "Natural
and Customary Law allows for the establishment of popular courts of justice when the existing legal and
governmental authorities are subverting the law and justice, or aiding those who do. Common Law arose
historically to uphold the liberties of the people against tyranny, whether religious or secular, and
accordingly, has universal jurisdiction when convened as a jury court by more than twelve duly sworn men
and women.

The Jesuits: Grabbing the Mantle of God as liberators of Humanity

As we noted, the covert strategy behind Jesuit Pope Francis Begoglio’s 10.27.14 statement is to grab the
mantle of God as liberators of humanity by being the first planetary public figure to accurately (well, semi-
accurately) disclose both the physical and the spiritual role of intelligent civilizations in the creation and
maintenance of the many living species, planets, solar systems, galaxies of our Universe and indeed the
Multiverse (or collection of all universes).

Jesuitical Luciferic Strategy

This is the essence of a Luciferic strategy: To appropriate for oneself divine appearance without
acknowledging the Truth (in this case, that the Vatican, Pope and the Jesuits stay in power through Satanic
sacrifice to a diabiolical entity and are part of a Jesuitical planetary conspiracy to maintain Earth under the
dominance of Satanic hierarchies and networks.) Thus the strategy of a diabolical cult taking on the name
“Society of Jesus”.

Jesuits (“Society of Jesus”) originated in Babylon; Are Satanic, rebranded Knights Templar
seeking One World Government

 

 WATCH ON YOU TUBE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WxjTzT_VdM&feature=youtu.be

Independent scientist Leuren Moret MA, PhD ABD, has revealed that the Jesuits in fact originated in
Babylon as a diabolical secret society centered around secrecy, power, Satanic sacrifice, and pedophilia
that rebranded itself as the Knights Templar  at the time of the Crusades and in 1516 resurfaced as the
“Society of Jesus”,  funded by Francis Borgia 4th Duke of Gandia Spain (1510-1572) [great grandson of
Pope Alexander VI – a Borgia Pope.

Part I: Babylon (Founded 1894 BC) – Assassination to John F. Kennedy (Nov. 22, 1963)

Leuren Moret’s investigative series on the Jesuits starts with the Babylonian origins of the secret society
that would become the Knights Templar and then the Society of Jesus.

Babylonian origins of Satanic secret society centered on power, ritual sacrifice, pedophilia

Corporate Name Change to Knights Templar

The Crusades as a False Flag

Crusades were economic but masked as Christianity – Northern Europeans wanted to revive Silk Road

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WxjTzT_VdM&feature=youtu.be


and capture huge revenue stream from it.  Crimea was flash point where Silk Road ended and continues to
be modern flash point (vast oil and gas deposits Siberia/Russia).

-Western Christian Military Order:  History of  Knights Templar (founded 1129) and Crusades to Holy Land

First Crusade 1099 -  Many bandits, Hugues de Payens and 8 Knights formed organization for protection
of pilgrims.

- Advance shock troops in major battles - to break through enemy lines: 

 1177 during the Battle of Montgisard, where some 500 Templar knights  helped several thousand infantry
to defeat Saladin's army of more than 26,000 soldiers

-Hierarchy of Order:  Noble Knights (nobility, had to already be a Knight to  join), non-noble Sergeants,
Religious men - 160,000 strong at peak;

-Secrecy  about rituals, satanic cults beliefs and practices; could not marry or own property; origin of 18th
century Freemasonry (signs and symbols)

- Symbol: Two Knights Riding One Horse (poverty), white gauntlet over armor with red cross on it.

- Knights Templar Papal Bull - 1139, when Pope Innocent II's papal bull Omne Datum Optimum exempted
the Order from obedience to local laws. This ruling meant that the Templars could pass freely through all
borders, were not required to pay any taxes, and were exempt from all authority except that of the pope

- Knights Templar Established early form of banking to deposit possessions w Knights  Templar in EU,
received letter of credit to deposit in Jerusalem.

- Christian Finance: Later set up complete EU financial infrastructure/built fortifications throughout EU and
Holy Land.

-Moret's and Fountainbleu (Moret-sur Loing), science, stone masons, architects, mathematicians,
medicine, hospitals, fire depts.

- Knights Templar put Monarchs on thrones, financed kingdoms [More powerful than any monarchy in EU];
when they broke up, groups went to Hungary, Prussia  etc. (Most fascist areas today)

- Strongest presence of Knights Templar: France, England, Aragon, Portugal, Poitou, Apulia, Jerusalem,
Tripoli, Antioch, Anjou, Hungary, and Croatia

- The Order of the Knights Templar arguably  qualifies as the world's first multinational corporation.

- Decline of Knights Templar - 1307 French Capet King Phillip IV (King of Navarre) owed huge debt to
Knights Templar so he had them burned at stake and involved Pope Clement V (his relative) disbanded
them in 1312 and both died  within months of burnings.

 - Chinon Parchment (Aug.17-20, 1308) discovered 2001: Pope Clement  V absolved Knights Templar of
all heresy charges but disbanded them in  1312.

- Refuge offered by Switzerland or ex-communicated Scotland.

 -Lost their international organization but continued to influence at local level - vineyards, business,
banking etc. still operational as Freemasons

- Perversion and satanic beliefs/rituals: The Knights Templar were accused of  idolatry and were suspected



of worshipping either a figure known as Baphomet or a mummified severed head they recovered, amongst
other artifacts, at their original headquarters on the Temple Mount

- Portuguese explorer Vasco De Gama (1460-1524) was Knight Templar

  (father was a Knight), first EU to reach India, "Admiral of the Seas of

  Arabia, Persia, India and all the Orient", used Marrano navigator

- 100 years a new wave and a new era of European imperialism in the East.

- Society of Jesus - Jesuits: Founded and funded by crypto Sephardic Jews, founded by Ignatius Loyola
also a crypto-Sephardic Jew.  Francis Borgia sent to Hapsburg Court – Charles V: Holy Roman Empire.

- Francis Borgia: 1564 third "Father General" or Superior General of the Society of Jesus (Military order)

- Jesuits involved in Christopher Columbus expeditions: (Columbus was Portug. Nobleman and son of
Polish King - crypto-Jew)

 (Fidel Castro is Port/Spanish Sephardic Jew came with Conquistadors and  Jesuits}

- All Superior Generals of Jesuits born in Hapsburg/Holy Roman Empire countries

- Jesuits invaded Spain, Portugal, Hapsburg countries, thrown out of Switzerland, Germany, Hungary, and
Czechoslovakia

- Establishment of US in 1776 as a democratic country with Constitution caused intense targeting of USA
for destruction.

-       Secret Treaty Of Verona (1822) - “Three Secret (and very important) Congress” (

-       Vienna 1814-15,

-       Verona 1822,

-       Chieri 1825)  http://calltodecision.com/hout9.htm

- America would be the target of Jesuit emissaries and that America was to be destroyed at all costs. 
Every principle of the [U.S.] Constitution was to be dissolved and new Jesuitical principles were to be put
into place in order to exalt the Papacy to dominion in America.  And fund set up to defeat all democratic
govts.

- History of US from 1820's to Lincoln's assassination is missing - Jesuits destroyed the record

-5 Presidents Assassinated by Jesuits In 25 Years:

-       Pres. Andrew Jackson (no central bank),

-       Wm. H. Harrison (no Divine Right. - arsenic),

-       Zachary Taylor (preservation of Union - arsenic),

-       James Buchanan (slavery - arsenic survived [Natl Hotel 35 died]), Lincoln (slavery/banks - shot in
head)

-       PLUS William Seward SecState, Ulysses S. Grant, Andrew Johnson VP.

http://calltodecision.com/hout9.htm


- Civil War (Jesuits) - Lincoln, Russian Tsar, southern states/British/Jesuits  (Mobile, AL, Baltimore, Halifax,
French Canada)

- Jesuit Assassination of Pres. John F. Kennedy

Fifteen ranks of the Knights Templar

http://www.theguardian.com/books/booksblog/2013/dec/15/books-advent-calendar-15-knights-templar

Jesuits seek to defeat all democracies; Establish one world religion and government, Sole Source
Economy[xi]

Jesuit Pope Francis & the BRICS Central Bank

Jesuit Pope Francis and the Vatican now have a growing funding role in the BRICS nations new
international development bank, intended to displace and be an alternative to the Rothschild-controlled and
“diabolical” World Bank-IMF.[xii]

There are a number of disturbing patterns between Jesuit Pope Francis Bergoglio and Russian President
Vladimir Putin, as reported by RT, official Russian television.

For example, I noticed when presiding as a Judge on the Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Tribunal that World
press was divided into two groups: those who called the KL Tribunal a "mock tribunal" and those who
honored it as a trubunal of conscience

I am amazed to find out that Russia’s (and Putin’s) RT falls into the category of those who used "mock
tribunal" like the Washington Post, thus denigrating the sovereignty of the people's common law.[xiii] 

Russia (and Putin’s) RT also cancelled an interview with the International Common Law Court of Justice
Field Secretary Kevin Annett on the grounds that "To think the Pope would commit evil acts is crazy."

In a coordinated move with Jesuit intelligence following this act by RT, NSA cancelled Kevin's Facebook
account and he has not been allowed on Facebook since.

That is exactly what happened to this reporter when Jesuit intelligence activated NSA to activate Facebook
cointelpro to cancel the Facebook account of this reporter prior to the 10.27.14 statement of Jesuit Pope
Francis Bergoglio. (Facebook informed this reporter at 12:04 pm on 11.29.14 that the account had been
reinstated).

In a fundamental way, RT, Putin, Jesuit Pope Francis Bergoglio are, by the evidence, allies against
sovereign common law tribunals of conscience such as the:

International Common Law Court of Justice,

International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State www.itccs.org

Kuala Lumpur War Crimes Tribunal

 www.criminalisewar.org

One would reasonably conclude that VATICAN + BRICS = NWO as well.

Conclusion

Satanic Jesuit Pope Francis Bergoglio's statement on ET role in Universe creation is (1)
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scientifically correct and intended (2) to evade criminal court sentence in Ninth Circle infanticides,
and (3) to claim Satanic dominance over Earth with ETs

If we review the evidence presented above, it seems that there is probable cause to conclude that Jesuit
Pope Francis Bergoglio’s 10.27.14 statement is:

1. Statement scientifically correct, in fact at the leading edge of dimensional ecology research;

2. Evade criminal accountability - A public relations evasive strategy to evade and overpower in public
opinion any accountability for his criminal verdict on Satanic infanticide and child trafficking at the
International Common Law Court of Justice (ICLCJ in Brussels. This strategy was coupled with
extreme cointelpro attacks by Vatican and Jesuit intelligence against Judges, Court administrative
personnel and witnesses of the ICLCJ and ITCCS.ORG.[xiv]

3. Satanic dominance over Earth – The intent of Jesuit Pope Francis 10.27.14 is to claim Satanic
dominance over Earth, both in alliance with the Extraterrestrial powers as legitimizing them in the
view of a large sector of humanity, and in power alliance with as their new major strategic partner of
the BRICS [Brazil, Russia, China, South Africa] countries in financicial and new central bank reach
over humanity in a New World Order under God’s Own Representative – the Jesuit Pope.

Solutions

1. Positive Future = Positive Timeline + Unity Consciousness

One structural scientific solution to the above dilemmas posed by events in the time-space hologram like
the 10.27.17 Pope Francis Bergoglio Statement is contained in the above equation expressing the time
science reality that the holographic timeline on which humanity is traveling in our time-space hologram has
shifted. As of December 21, 2012 (some say other dates), the interdimensional portal at the core of our
Universe is broadcasting waves of Unity Consciousness (“We Are One”). Jesuitical schemes (and indeed
all false flags) that are based on Duality Consciousness (“I win you lose”) do not prosper in this new
holographic timeline and fail.

For more detail, please see “Creating a Positive Future” at www.positivefuture.info

2. Conduct dialogue directly with Ethical Extraterrestrial/Interdimensional councils and their
representatives and contactees on who should speak for Earth and humanity and whether the Vatican or
Jesuit Pope Francis Begoglio has moral standing.

3. Conduct public discussions and plebisites on who should speak for Earth and humanity and whether the
Vatican or Jesuit Pope Francis Begoglio has moral standing.

4. Enforce the judgments of Common Law Tribunals.

The Defendants Jorge BERGOGLIO [Pope Francis], Adolfo PACHON [Jesuit Superior General] and Justin
WELBY are guilty as charged on two counts: of organizing, aiding and abetting Crimes against Humanity,
including murder and human trafficking, and of personally participating in the routine and ritual rape,
torture and murder of children. The Defendants are sentenced to life imprisonment without the possibility of
parole or pardon, and to the forfeiture of their assets, property and authority.[xv]

Defendants Queen Elizabeth Windsor and Pope Benedict XVI Ratzinger are guilty as charged of child
trafficking. Court arrest warrants have already been issued against Elizabeth Windsor, Joseph Ratzinger
and others already convicted by the Common Law Court of Justice for child trafficking and murder,
Genocide and other crimes against humanity.[xvi]
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5. Organize community-based sovereign common law entities to provide justice and self-
governance.

These include Common Law Grand Juries; Citizens Tribunals under Natural Law and Common Law;
Republic of Kanata; Common Law Republic of England; Common Law Republic of the America (as
opposed to the United States corporation) and many other similar sovereign movements.

6. Your Solutions - Please suggest your Solutions in the comments section or via email below.

Vancouver, BC

October 29, 2014

Contact: exopolitics@exopolitics.com 

 

[i] See, Salla, Dr. Michael E., Pope endorses evolution of alien life & UFO activity as part of God’s plan,
http://www.examiner.com/article/pope-endorses-evolution-of-alien-life-ufo-activity-as-part-of-god-s-plan?
CID=examiner_alerts_article

[ii] See, Webre, Dr. Alfred Lambremont, The Dimensional Ecology of the Omniverse,
www.universebooks.com

[v] Oct. 28, 2014 Facebook Update - Hi! I am back on Facebook again as my real name Alfred
Lambremont Webre, using a profile I had de-activated on July 28, 2012 because I had maxed out at 4,457
friends. My new Facebook profile that I activated after my first Facebook profile was terminated on
10.10.14 was terminated by Facebook today 10.28.14 on grounds Alfred Lambremont Webre was not my
real name, though I had sent my passport and driver's license under that name.

Alfred Lambremont Webre

https://www.facebook.com/alfred.webre

[vi] See, Webre, Dr. Alfred Lambremont, The Dimensional Ecology of the Omniverse, op. cit.

[vii] See, Salla, Dr. Michael E., Pope endorses evolution of alien life & UFO activity as part of God’s plan,
http://www.examiner.com/article/pope-endorses-evolution-of-alien-life-ufo-activity-as-part-of-god-s-plan?
CID=examiner_alerts_article

 

[viii] Dr. Webre, Alfred Lambremont (2014-03-19). The Dimensional Ecology of the Omniverse (p. 31).
Universe Books. Kindle Edition. www.universebooks.com

[xii] China launches new World Bank rival, http://rt.com/business/198928-china-world-bank-rival/

[xiii] Court finds Bush and Blair guilty of war crimes — RT News

http://rt.com/news/court-bush-blair-iraq-043/   

[xv] Pope Francis, Jesuit Superior General, Archbishop of Canterbury guilty of child genocide - Intl.
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Common Law Court.

http://exopolitics.blogs.com/breaking_news/2014/07/kevin-annett-child-genocide-guilty-verdicts-for-pope-
francis-jesuit-general-archbishop-canterbury-republic-of-kanata-ann.html
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